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Chemical Process Safety: Learning from Case HistoriesButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
"Given his extensive background in an industrial setting as a team leader at the PPG Chlor-Alkali Plant in Louisiana and the safety course that he taught for AIChE with the well-known safety expert Trevor Kletz, the quantity of information of a practical nature contained in this book is not surprising."
 - Gary Bennett,...
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Encyclopedia of Civil War ShipwrecksLouisiana State University Press, 2008
On the evening of February 2, 1864, Confederate Commander John Taylor Wood led 250 sailors in two launches and twelve boats to capture the USS Underwriter, a side-wheel steam gunboat anchored on the Neuse River near New Bern, North Carolina. During the ensuing fifteen-minute battle, nine Union crewmen lost their lives, twenty were wounded,...
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The Art of Capacity Planning: Scaling Web ResourcesO'Reilly, 2008

	Success on the web is measured by usage and growth. Web-based companies live or die by the ability to scale their infrastructure to accommodate increasing demand. This book is a hands-on and practical guide to planning for such growth, with many techniques and considerations to help you plan, deploy, and manage web application...
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Integrated Business Processes with ERP SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011


	As more and more businesses around the world adopt enterprise systems, it

	becomes increasingly important for students to develop a more process-centric

	perspective that refl ects the realities of the modern business environment in

	which they will work. Because business operations and enterprise systems are

	so tightly...
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Handbook of Global Logistics: Transportation in International Supply ChainsSpringer, 2012

	Global logistics entails tradeoffs in facility location, distribution networks, the routing and scheduling of deliveries by different modes of travel (e.g., air, water, truck, rail), procurement, and the overall management of international supply chains. In an increasingly global economy, then, logistics has become a very important matter in...
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Connecting Mathematics and Mathematics Education: Collected Papers on Mathematics Education as a Design ScienceSpringer, 2020

	
		This open access book features a selection of articles written by Erich Ch. Wittmann between 1984 to 2019, which shows how the “design science conception” has been continuously developed over a number of decades. The articles not only describe this conception in general terms, but also demonstrate various substantial...
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Buliding N1™ Grid Solutions Preparing, Architecting, and Implementing Service-Centric Data Centers (Official Sun Microsystems Resource)Prentice Hall, 2004
The N1 Grid is Sun's vision, strategy, and architecture—and a set of products—that redefine the nature of data center computing. The N1 Grid architecture uses the network, physically and logically, as its fundamental organizing principle.

This book enables the reader to implement service-centric data center solutions through...
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A Practical Guide to Content Delivery NetworksAuerbach Publications, 2005
A Practical Guide to Content Delivery Networks offers an organized approach to implementing the networks responsible for the distribution of various types of Web traffic, including standard Web pages and streaming audio and video. Because CDN operations are normally performed by independent organizations, the successful use of vendor facilities...
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Cybersecurity Operations HandbookDigital Press, 2003
Cybersecurity Operations Handbook is the first book for daily operations teams who install, operate and maintain a range of security technologies to protect corporate infrastructure. Written by experts in security operations, this book provides extensive guidance on almost all aspects of daily operational security, asset protection, integrity...
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Linux Performance Tuning and Capacity Planning (Kaleidoscope)Sams Publishing, 2001
Covering topics from analysis tools to kernel tuning, to capacity management, this book offers a single point of reference for what you need to know. Anyone who has ever had to speed existing operations or project usage patterns for future loads, knows that tracking down the relevant information can be a difficult task. That's why this book has...
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Information Warfare and Organizational Decision-MakingArtech House Publishers, 2006
Organizations are among the most valuable and yet most fragile structures of our civilization. We rely on organizations to obtain information, to comprehend and process information, to accumulate and internalize information, to make decisions based in part on that information, and to execute those decisions. Organizations are ubiquitous because...
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Functional Analysis Methods for Reliability Models (Pseudo-Differential Operators)Birkhauser, 2011

	People are often concerned with the reliability of products they use and of the

	friends and associates with whom they interact daily in a myriad of ways. Although

	the term “reliability” may not occur in the description of a given product

	or interaction, it is often the attribute that the individual means in expression of...
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